
OCT 21
8:15 AM:
NETWORKING
8:45-10:00 AM: 
PROGRAM

VIRTUAL ON 

12 tickets to event
Logo on CASA's website & at event
Full-page ad in digital program
Inclusion in press release
Ad in two of CASA's monthly 
e-newsletters between 11/20-7/21 
(reach: 6,000+)

(727) 895-4912 | lfrawley@casa-stpete.org
www.casa-stpete.org/event/peacebreakfast  

PRESENTING SPONSOR | $25,000

CHANGEMAKER SPONSOR | $10,000 MEDIATOR SPONSOR | $5,000

VICTOR SPONSOR | $2,500 CHAMPION SPONSOR | $1,000

WED

18 tickets to event
“Presented by” recognition
Logo recognition on CASA's website & at
event
Full-page ad in digital program
Company representative recognized
during event

Company spotlight on CASA's
Facebook, Instagram, & LinkedIn
pages (Reach: over 9,000)
Ad in three of CASA's monthly 

Inclusion in press release

e-newsletters between 11/20-7/21 
(reach: 6,000+)

12 tickets to event
Half-page ad in digital program
Logo on CASA's website & at event
Ad in one of CASA's monthly
newsletters between 11/20-7/21
(reach: 6,000+)

6 tickets to event
Quarter-page ad in digital program
Logo recognition on website & at
event

6 tickets to event
Logo recognition on
website & at event

Show your support during Domestic Violence Awareness Month at
CASA's 24th Annual Peace Breakfast. CASA depends on this critical

revenue to serve survivors of domestic violence. You'll hear an inspiring
keynote from inclusion and racial justice expert, Dr. Steve Robbins.



STAND UP TO SILENCE
END DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: 

OUR MISSION: 
Challenging the Societal Acceptance of all Forms of Domestic Violence, CASA Stands up to Silence
through Advocacy, Prevention, Intervention, and Support Services.

OUR VISION: 
A Society Free from Domestic Violence.

Our goal is to improve our ability to impact the issue of domestic violence in our community through
our work and advocacy focused to:

Maximize safety of those victimized by the violence;
End community tolerance of domestic violence;
Assist the judicial system to hold offenders accountable for their violence and abuse and promote
fair and equitable treatment within the system for persons affected by domestic violence.

We do this through our work focused on Prevention, Emergency and Restorative services and advocacy:

Prevention
Peacemakers
Adult Education
Information and Referrals

Collateral
Social Media
Community Conversations

Prevention Education

 
Public Relations

Restorative

Safety Planning
Assess Needs and Risk
Connect with Resources

Emergency Shelter

Intake/Case Management
Youth Support
Crisis Counseling

Emergency Hot Line

Housing Assistance

Personal Support

Food
Clothing
Financial Assistance
Transportation

Filling Out Injunction
Packet
Representation at
Hearing

Basic Needs Support

Injunction for Protection 
Legal Aid

 Justice Advocacy
Child Welfare
Family Support
Non-Residential
Individual Advocacy

Advocacy
Rapid Rehousing 
Relocation Assistance

Housing Assistance
Support Groups
Mental Health Support
Ongoing Case Management

Personal Support

@casastpete | www.casa-stpete.org 

Emergency



Virtual on

No downloads or installations required. 
Attendees can video chat around our virtual tables for face-to-face
networking and move freely from table to table just like in real life.
As a sponsor, your logo and table name will be present for all
attendees to see.

This isn't your average zoom meeting! Lunchpool offers an
incomparable experience for attendees and sponsors!

This is a sample of what attendees will see when they arrive to Peace Breakfast: 



Often called a "diversity expert," Steve readily admits that he doesn't know if
that's the right title.  Steve considers himself more a life-long student of
human behavior. For him, issues of inclusion and diversity are fundamentally
issues of human behavior in a world filled with human differences. 

Steve presents around the world to a variety of audiences. From keynote
speeches to workshops, his engagements are an opportunity to teach others
about the value of inclusion. His talks are a combination of intriguing stories,
laugh-out-loud humor and a scientific understanding of human behavior. 

His life experiences and academic background in communication science,
social psychology and cognitive neuroscience are the foundation from which
he crafts his talks and workshops. That foundation guides his work and allows
him multiple perspectives that he brings to bear on issues of inclusion and
diversity.

The inclusive power of his messages are why organizations like Coca-Cola,
Disney, Walmart, NASA,  Pixar, Microsoft, Michelin, Toyota, Lululemon and
numerous others call on Dr. Robbins to inspire, educate and prepare their
people for the exciting challenges of dynamic and diverse environments.

Dr. Steve Robbins
Peace Breakfast Keynote


